
RACING POOL \ POWERKIN \ MAN \ PRODUCTS

WOMAN

POINTS (cm) BODY MEASURES**

A Height 162 164 168 172 176 180 184

B Breast 82 80 84 88 92 96 100

C Waist 58 61 64 67 70 73 76

D Hips 78 82 86 90 94 98 102

E Inner leg* 76 78 80 82 84 86 88

F Body length 140 145 150 155 160 165 170

RACING SUITS SIZE RANGE

F 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

USA/UK 22 24 26 28 30 32 34

I 32 34 36 38 40 42 44

D 26 28 30 32 34 36 38

AUS 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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how to taKe meaSuremeNtS
a

 
height: to determine your height, stand up straight and measure the distance from the crown of your head 
to the sole of your foot.  

b  breast: take the measurement over the fullest part of your bust.
C  waist: measure around the narrowest part of your waistline.
d  hips: measure around the fullest part of your hips 
e  inner leg: with your leg stretched out, measure the inside of your leg from the crotch to the ankle bone.
f  body length: in a loop, measure from the highest part of the shoulder, beneath the crotch and then back to 

the starting point

swImweAR RANGe BoDY meAsURes / sIzING sYstem
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(*) measure is taken from ground level; inseam is 10 cm shorter than inside leg, on average
(**) body measurements and corresponding sizes are to be considered as a general guideline. we 
strongly recommend that any racing suit should be tried on by each swimmer before choosing the 
appropriate size, based upon individual preference in terms of compression. swimming stroke and 

distance may also be key factors in the suit selection.


